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Synonyms
Function of a matrix

Definition
A matrix function is a map from the set of complex
n  n matrices to itself defined in terms of a given
scalar function in one of various, equivalent ways. For
example, if the scalar function has a power series exP1
P
i
i
pansion f .x/ D 1
i D1 ai x , then f .A/ D
i D1 ai A
for any n  n matrix A whose eigenvalues lie within
the radius of convergence of the power series. Other
definitions apply more generally without restrictions
on the spectrum [6].

Description
Transformation Methods
Let A be an n  n matrix. A basic property of matrix
functions is that f .X 1 AX / D X 1 f .A/X for any
nonsingular matrix X . Hence, if A is diagonalizable,
so that A D XDX 1 for some diagonal matrix
D D diag.di / and nonsingular X , then f .A/ D
Xf .D/X 1 D X diag.f .di //X 1 . The task of computing f .A/ is therefore trivial when A has a complete set of eigenvectors and the eigendecomposition is
known. However, in general the diagonalizing matrix
X can be arbitrarily ill conditioned and the evaluation
in floating point arithmetic can therefore be inaccurate,
so this approach is recommended only for matrices
for which X can be assured to be well conditioned.
For Hermitian, symmetric, or more generally normal
matrices (those satisfying AA D A A), X can be
taken unitary and evaluation by diagonalization is an
excellent approach.
For general matrices, it is natural to restrict to unitary similarity transformations, in which case the Schur
decomposition A D QTQ can be exploited, where
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Q is unitary and T is upper triangular. Now f .A/ D
Qf .T /Q and the problem reduces to computing a
function of a triangular matrix. In the 2  2 case there
is an explicit formula:
f

1 t12
0 2

D

f .1 / t12 f Œ2 ; 1 
;
0
f .2 /

(1)

where f Œ2 ; 1  is a first-order divided difference and
the notation reflects that i D ti i is an eigenvalue
of A. More generally, when the eigenvalues are distinct, f .T / can be computed by an elegant recurrence
due to Parlett [10]. This recurrence breaks down for
repeated eigenvalues and can be inaccurate when two
eigenvalues are close. These problems can be avoided
by employing a block form of the recurrence, in which
T D .Tij / is partitioned into a block m  m matrix
with square diagonal blocks Ti i . The Schur–Parlett
algorithm of Davies and Higham [4] uses a unitary
similarity to reorder the blocks of T so that no two
distinct diagonal blocks have close eigenvalues while
within every diagonal block the eigenvalues are close,
then applies a block form of Parlett’s recurrence. Some
other method must be used to compute the diagonal
blocks f .Ti i /, such as a Taylor series taken about
the mean of the eigenvalues of the block. The Schur–
Parlett algorithm is the best general-purpose algorithm
for evaluating matrix functions and is implemented in
the MATLAB function funm.
For the square root function, f .T / can be computed
by a different approach: the equation U 2 D T can
be solved for the upper triangular matrix U by a
recurrence of Björck and Hammarling [3] that runs
to completion even if A has repeated eigenvalues.
A generalization of this recurrence can be used to
compute pth roots [11].
Approximation Methods
Another class of methods is based on approximations
to the underlying scalar function. Suppose that for
some rational function r, r.A/ approximates f .A/
well for A within some ball. Then we can consider
transforming a general A to a matrix B lying in the
ball, approximating f .B/ r.B/, then recovering an
approximation to f .A/ from r.B/. The most important
example of this approach is the scaling and squaring
method for the matrix exponential, which approxis
rm .A=2s /2 , where m and s are nonnegamates e A

tive integers and rm is the Œm=m Padé approximant to
e x . Backward error analysis can be used to determine
a choice of the parameters s and m that achieves a
given backward error (in exact arithmetic) at minimal
computational cost [1, 7].
The analogue for the matrix logarithm is the inverse
scaling and squaring method, which uses the approxs
imation log.A/
2s rm .A1=2  I /, where rm .x/ is
the Œm=m Padé approximant to log.1 C x/. Here,
amongst the many logarithms of a matrix, log denotes
the principal logarithm: the one whose eigenvalues
have imaginary parts lying in . ; /; there is a unique
such logarithm for any A having no eigenvalues on
the closed negative real axis. Again, backward error
analysis can be used to determine an optimal choice
of the parameters s and m [2].
The derivation of (inverse) scaling and squaring
algorithms requires attention to many details, such
as how to evaluate a Padé approximant at a matrix
argument, how to obtain the sharpest possible error
bounds while using only norms, and how to avoid
unnecessary loss of accuracy due to rounding errors.
Approximation methods can be effectively used in
conjunction with a Schur decomposition, in which case
the triangularity can be exploited [1, 2, 8].
Matrix Iterations
For functions that satisfy an algebraic equation, matrix iterations can be set up that, under appropriate
conditions, converge to the matrix function. Many
different derivations are possible, one of which is to
apply Newton’s method to the relevant equation. For
example, for the equation X 2 D A, Newton’s method
can be put in the form
XkC1 D

1
.Xk C Xk1 A/;
2

(2)

under the assumption that X0 commutes with A. This
iteration does not always converge. But if A has no
eigenvalues on the closed negative real axis and we
take X0 D A, then Xk converges quadratically to
A1=2 , the unique square root of A whose spectrum
lies in the open right half-plane. Matrix iterations
potentially suffer from two problems: they may be
slow to converge initially, before the asymptotic fast
convergence (in practice of quadratic or higher rate)
sets in, and they may be unstable in finite precision arithmetic. Iteration (2) suffers from both these
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problems. However, (2) is mathematically equivalent References
to the coupled iteration

1
Xk C Yk1 ;
2

1
YkC1 D
Yk C Xk1 ;
2

XkC1 D

X0 D A;
(3)
Y0 D I;

of Denman and Beavers [5]: the Xk from (3)
are identical to those from (2) with X0 D
I and Yk  A1 Xk . This iteration is numerically stable. Various other equivalent and
practically useful forms of (2) are available [6,
Chap. 6].
The convergence of matrix iterations in the early
stages can be accelerated by including scaling parameters. Consider the Newton iteration
XkC1 D

1
.Xk C Xk1 /;
2

X0 D A:

(4)

Assuming that A has no pure imaginary eigenvalues,
Xk converges quadratically to sign.A/, which is the
matrix function corresponding to the scalar sign function that maps points in the open right half-plane to 1
and points in the open left half-plane to 1. Although
the iteration converges at a quadratic rate, convergence
can be extremely slow initially. To accelerate the iteration we can introduce a positive scaling parameter k :
XkC1 D


1
1
k Xk C 1
;
k Xk
2
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X0 D A:

Various choices of k are available, with differing
motivations. One is the determinantal scaling k D
j det.Xk /j1=n , which tries to bring the eigenvalues of
Xk close to the unit circle.
The number of iterations required for convergence
to double precision accuracy (unit roundoff about
1016 ) varies with the iteration (and function) and the
scaling but in some cases can be strictly bounded.
For certain scaled iterations for computing the unitary
polar factor of a matrix, it can be proved that less than
ten iterations are needed for matrices with condition
number less than 1016 (e.g., [9]). Moreover, for these
iterations only one or two iterations might be needed if
the starting matrix is nearly unitary.
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